Hi Shine
Outstanding Timber Conditioning Polish
Product Description:
Clean, polish and protect natural wood furniture. A clear slightly oily liquid. HI SHINE is concentrated.
Full of natural deep penetrating oils to feed wood surfaces and keep them in new condition year after year.
HI SHINE is convenient. Can be used effectively on light or dark timber surfaces.
HI SHINE is simple to use. Makes furniture cleaning easy, allows easy spreading and easier buffing. Leaves
a deep protective lustre. Dirt won't stick, dust won't settle, smudges wipe away.
HI SHINE is economical. Just a small spray down the centre of any area to be treated is easily spread out to
cover a wide area.
Remember, HI SHINE is now a wax coating that makes the surface look artificially shiny. HI SHINE is a
luxurious, penetrating, conditioning oil that polishes and nourishes as it cleans.

Application:
Spray a small amount onto area to be treated and spread evenly. Buff to high lustre with a clean, dry cloth.
For problem areas, a small amount of HI SHINE may be put on rag and rubbed directly onto woodwork.

SHELF LIFE: As a quality assured manufacturer, Castle Chemicals has a stringent Quality assurance programme. As part of this regime, the label on
this product shows a batch number and date of manufacture. This product has a shelf life of 24 months from the label printed date of manufacture.
This information contained herein is based on data considered accurate. However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding the accuracy of these
data or the results to be obtained from the use thereof. Castle Chemicals assumes no responsibility for personal injury or property damage to vendees,
users or third parties caused by the material. Such vendees or users assume all risks associated with the use of material.
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